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Topic: Islam Key Question: Why is the prophet Muhammad (pubh) an example for Muslims? Autumn 1 Year 3 

 
There are four areas of work; emergency help, building  

Muslim aid was founded 

independent communities, education and healthcare. 
in 1985 to help people in

 poverty in Africa. 
 
 

 
 

For a Muslim , regulary  Muslim aid work in 8 countries across the world: 

giving to Muslim Aid would Bangladesh, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Myanmar, Pakistan, 
be their Zakat. Palestine, Somalia, Sri Lanka and Sudan. 

 

 

     Vocabulary you will know...  

 

Zakat 
The third pillar of Islam that means Muslims have to 

give to charity. 

Charity 
 

Giving of money, food or help to those who are in need. 

Prophet 
 

A religious person regarded as a teacher of the way of God. 

      Vocabulary you will hear...  

Poverty, aid. 

 
This was during the month of Ramadan. 

 
Muslims believe Muhammad (pbuh) 
was the final prophet sent by Allah. The Quran was revealed to Muhammad 

Born in in 570ad in Mecca.
 

(pbuh) when he was 40. 

 

 

 
Fled Mecca in 622ad because 

the tribes did not want to He united the tribes of Arabia 

follow what he said. Muhammad (pbuh) into one group who all followed 
the religion of Islam. 

 

 
 

He conquered Mecca in 630ad but  Muslim people believe they should 
He made new laws to make did not punish people who had live their lives following Muhammad’s 
sure the poor and children  treated him badly.   (pbuh) example.

 
were cared for. 

 
Muslim people are expected to give zakat for as 

long as they can. 

 
 

The third pillar of Islam that means Mus- 

lims have to give charity to the poor. Through Zakat money reaches the 

poorest people in the world. 

 

 

Zakat 

 

It is the duty of all Muslims to try to make the world 

as fair as possible. 

 


